Nature + Outdoor Play
tips on how to spend more time in nature with your kids

By: Larissa Krutewicz
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Outdoor Play

WHY OUTDOOR
PLAY?

Why Outdoor Play
I could write an exhaustive list of the benefits of taking your children outdoors for unstructured play, but I'll just
share some of the main benefits. To put it simply, playing outdoors is REALLY good for your children. It
teachings them to be observant, patient, and curious. It allows them to develop their sensory skills by listening to
sounds, touching objects, and noticing scents. By playing outdoors, children are developing their gross motor
skills like climbing, digging, balancing, and jumping. Your children are also likely to become more comfortable
with taking and assessing risks by playing outside. Plus, they're getting exercise and lots of fresh air. Basically, all
kids need to play outdoors! Richard Louv coined the term "nature-deficit disorder" to describe the serious lack
of exposure to nature and the outdoors that children and teens face in our current times. His research is quite
fascinating and truly changed how I view and think about outdoor play for my own family. I included his book
and a list of resources on the last page of this mini-guide for your reference.
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Outdoor Play

HOW TO SPEND
MORE TIME OUTSIDE

How to Spend More Time Outdoors
01 Work it into your day.
Confession time. I didn't used to take my children outside. I wasn't raised spending a ton of time in nature,
hiking, or really noticing the world around me. It's something I had to learn how to do as an adult. But after
researching all of the benefits of playing outside in either a grassy field, the woods, or even the river or beach,
I was convinced I needed to make a change. Working outside time into our schedule isn't easy. But it's
something I make a priority. In the winter, we get out at least once a day. In the summer, we're lucky if we
come inside at all!

02. Go outside even when the weather isn't desirable.
As someone who lives in the Pacific Northwest (AKA, we get a lot of rainy days) I an say that we are
fortunate to make it outside almost every single day of the year. However, I lived in the desert for five years
and I remember the blazing temperatures that were almost unsafe for my kids to play in. That said, for the
most part, try to make it outside even if the sun isn't shining. If you live where it snows, bundle up and play
in the snow for a half hour, if you can last that long. Any little bit of time is helpful! We are definitely
outdoors for a longer duration in the warmer months, but we try to make it outside every day, regardless of
the weather.

03. Use "All Trails" app to find new and exciting places to explore.
I didn't know about the All Trails app until two years ago, but now that I have it, it's changed my life! All Trails is
like Yelp for hikers/outdoor enthusiasts. It allows me to search any specific area and find reviews, information, and
maps for the trails there! It's also free. Check it out, you won't be disappointed.

04. Get excited!!!
As a former teacher, and now a mom to two, I can honestly attest to this. If you're excited about something,
your kids will be too. If you are excited to get outside and explore your children will be too. If you grumble about
how it's cold or wet, or don't find anything interesting, they'll probably feel or act the same way. It's our job to
show them how it's done, friends!
I say this as gently as I possibly can, but sometimes as parents we have to use the "fake it 'til you make it" technique.
In the beginning, I didn't *love* being outdoors until I started learning more about the natural world and noticing
things around me. I had to really keep my spirits up, however, so that I didn't stifle theirs. Then over time, it got
easier. Now I crave time outside; both with my children and solo.
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NATURE STUDY

Nature Study
Nature study is just noticing the natural world. There are several ways to study
nature. You can teach your kids about nature through experience. Grab some field
guides and head outside. What do you see? Can't identify that plant? Look it up in
your plant guide. You can teach them about nature through books or through unit
studies. You can pick one topic and dive into that for an entire year. My daughter
took to birds our first year living in the Pacific Northwest. I got a backyard bird
feeder set up, some binoculars, and a local bird field guide. We studied birds for an
entire year. Study nature with your children in a way that makes sense to you. If
you live in a place that allows you to study varying climates and terrains, visit them
all! Compare them. The sky is the limit. If you live in the city, however, check out
the next page!
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"This seems clear
enough:
When truly present in
nature, we do use all
our senses at the same
time, which is the
optimum state of
learning.
-Richard Louv

Outdoor Play

NATURE STUDY
IN THE CITY

Nature Study in the City
I created this section specifically for my friends who don't live near a lovely forest, snowy mountains, or sandy beach. In fact, as a child
I spent a lot of time playing outside in apartment complexes, in our back alley, or on our sidewalk. We didn't have regular nature hikes
as a family, and growing up in Orange County, our annual beach trip was the only thing we looked forward to as far as "regular time
in nature". Now, your children's lifestyle may be completely different from mine. I wasn't homeschooled and had anything but an
intentional parent. But I relate to growing up in a more urban part of the country. Even in my small little space, I naturally played with
ants, pill bugs, and even mice. My sisters and I picked wild blackberries from our alley, and automatically noticed the weather patterns.
If you currently live in a city-environment here are a few ways you can study nature with your children.

01. Go for a neighborhood walk.
They key to observing nature is doing it somewhere you spend a lot of time. Most of the nature we observe (butterflies, plants, and
trees) is local to us, and right in our own backyard... or neighborhood. Going for regular walks helps us expose our family to those
elements we'll encounter each day. It also allows us to see the same space change each season, so what you see on your walks will look
different every few months or so.

02. Notice weather patterns.
Studying weather is a super easy way to learn about nature. You can tie in some science experiments to help explain how weather
works, but experiencing weather patterns is something we all have no matter where we live. You can study the sun, shadows, rain,
snow, etc. with your children.

03. Study your local plants/shrubs/trees.
On your neighborhood walks, do you notice any plants you see over and over? Have your child touch the bark on trees. Let them sit
on the sidewalk and observe the grass. Do you see any moss growing in the cracks of the street? Study local plants, trees, and shrubs.

04. Observe insects.
Bugs are everywhere. I mentioned above that I remember watching ants, catching pill bugs, and looking at grass hoppers. Slugs and
snails are also other common things to observe.

05. Play in mud.
My last tip for nature study in the city is to bring nature to your home. Find some mud either near you or make it from some dirt and
water, and make a "mud play" kitchen outside. Give your child some tins and kitchen utensils and let them get dirty! Along these same
lines, you can start a container garden to teach your child about growing fruits and veggies.

06. Find a patch of grass.
I mentioned in the beginning of this mini-guide that nature play is so important. And it is. Even if you live in the city. Try to find a
patch of grass somewhere that your kids can saunter or explore. You'd be surprised at how imaginative and content they are in that little
space, with a bit of practice.
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NATURE TABLE

Nature Collecting + Nature Table
Like I've mentioned previously, in order to teach children to appreciate nature, we must show passion for it
just like they do. This means letting them bring their special treasures and findings into your home. My
daughters can't seem to get enough of collecting pine branches, mushrooms, fern leaves, etc. If it grows in the
Pacific Northwest, we probably have it sitting on our nature table.
Do I particularly love having seventeen sticks in my trunk? Nope, but I don't want to stifle their love for the
natural world by complaining about their treasures.
Keeping a nature table allows you to give them a focus when you're outside (if they're floundering) but pretty
soon, they'll start collecting things on their own. Make sure you bring a basket so you aren't find pine cones
and acorn nuts in their pockets. (Yes, I have found both of those things in both my pockets and theirs.)
I keep a small area in our house for them to display their treasures. In order for it to stay somewhat uncluttered,
I get rid of the items at the end of each month (except very special ones like a seashell my daughter found and
wanted to keep long-term). This ensures they keep them for awhile, but when the mushrooms start to smell
weird, I throw them out. (Ha!) You can store them in your yard too. I have a few things that I stored outside
to avoid attracting bugs and other unwanted things to our home.
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Nature Journaling
Nature journaling is one of our family's favorite things. Essentially,
nature journaling is just documenting what you encounter in
nature. It can be a very relaxed activity or very structured
depending on your child. When you are teaching them how to
nature journal, try to have little field guides available for them so
they can see what color the berries are, or what the bird looks like
as they are drawing. Here are a few helpful tips to start nature
journaling with your family.
01. Start small.
We don't nature journal every day, but my daughter probably
draws pictures like the one on the right a few times a day. We see
birds in our neighborhood constantly and she loves drawing them.
But when she was younger, we didn't journal often. I didn't want
her to feel like it was a chore. I chose one day a week to sit down
with her and talk about what she could draw after our walk. I
would say, "we saw an iris (a flower) on our walk today." "What
color would we make it if we drew it?" and she would usually get
excited and draw it. I also usually dated and dictated what she said
about the picture. I also always record the time and place of that
entry.
02. Keep special coloring supplies to be used only during
nature journal time.
I love capsule menus. It's actually wasn't joking when I said I
pretty much utilize all of these meal planning methods for our
household. For our capsule menu, I basically picked our favorite
20-30 dinner recipes and plugged them into a calendar for each
month. It's a "capsule" because we are making the same few recipes
and keeping it simple!
03. Journal on the go.
Every child is different. Some kids really enjoy nature journaling in
the moment and others prefer to do it in the comfort of their
home. If your child is afraid they'll forget what something looks
like, have them bring their drawing utensils and journal on your
walk.
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NATURE
JOURNALING

Outdoor Play

NATURE
JOURNALING
List of Firsts | Many Items
You can document many things in your nature
journals, but documenting the first time you and
your kids see something together is so special.
Simply keep a sheet of paper (or the provided
sheet below) with you when you go on your
nature walks. Record when you come across
something for the first time. Things such as a frog,
hummingbird, type of mushroom, or specific bug
are perfect things to document! It also helps your
children get excited about being outside. You can
do this alone, or do a list of firsts in addition to a

Yearly Log | One Item
In addition to the list of firsts, you can also keep a
yearly log. The yearly log focuses on one item,
around the year. For example, following the same type
of tree around all seasons. So if you were following an
oak tree, year round, you would record the date and
some observations, such as, "in autumn the leaves turn
golden yellow." Your family would then record any
observations in the winter + spring, etc. noting the
date and the time of year. My daughters and I did a
variation of this, but we studied birds all year last year,
and mushrooms all year this year!
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yearly log!

OUR LIST OF FIRSTS
Date

Location

1/4/21

Walla Walla Lake

Red-Winged Black Bird

1/9/21

Our front yard

Tiger Swallowtail Butterfly

2/18/21

Yosemite National Park

Our first Aspen tree

Nature Item
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2021
Year ______

OUR LIST OF FIRSTS
Date

Location

Nature Item

Year ______

The Big Oak Tree
_______________
Nature Around the Year
Year: 2021

Date

Season

1/4/21

Winter

Nature Item Notes
The oak tree is bare, but there are lots
of leaves on the ground!

4/9/21

Spring

We saw a squirrel scurrying up the tree. The
leaves are starting to turn a beautiful green.

7/18/21

Summer

The tree is lush and full. We saw a blue jay land
on one of the tree branches yesterday.
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_______________ Nature Around the Year
Year: ______

Date

Season

Nature Item Notes

Outdoor Play
"Crow Not Crow" Game

CROW
NOT CROW
Part of learning to spend time outdoors
together is having a little parenting bag of
tricks. "Crow not Crow" is not something I
invented on my own, but it's something I use
almost daily. In her book, Crow Not Crow
Jane Yolen, describes how to identify specific
birds based on their characteristics and to
teach those bird id's to children based on
what they observe.
For example, if I am teaching my daughter's
(indirectly of course) how to identify a robin,
I would point out distinct features (red belly,
orange beak, sort of big and pudgy). Then I
would have them look at any bird they see
and try to find those characteristics of the
robin on that bird. If it does fit that
description, they'd say, "Robin!" But if it
doesn't they'd say "Not a robin." This sounds
very dry and boring, but honestly, it is much
more exhilarating when your'e out there
looking at birds. I didn't have the slightest
interest in learning to identify birds,
mushrooms, or mosses until I saw so many
different kinds on our walks! Now my kids
and I have fun learning about them together.
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WHAT TO WEAR
FOR OUTDOOR PLAY

What to Wear for Outdoor Play
click on any item below to view
This question is something that
comes up a lot, especially for rainy
weather. Here is what we have
and use in our own home for allweather outdoor play/hiking.

waterproof
field guide

reusable
water bottle

binoculars

rain boots
all-weather
suit
For rainy weather, I dress my kids
in pants and a long sleeve shirt.
Then they layer with a fleece
layer. If it's cold, we'll add down
coat, but if it's above 50-60
degrees, they'll just wear the fleece
layer and their Oaki suit on top!

fleece layer

warm layer

nature-collection
basket
*all products linked using affiliate links
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Outdoor Play

ADDITIONAL
RESOURCES

Additional Resources
I sincerely hope that this mini-guide was useful to you and your family! I've included a brief list of
additional resources for you below if you want to continue your research on the benefits of
outdoor play.

How to Raise a Wild Child by Scott D. Sampson*
Last Child in the Woods by Richard Louv*
Vitamin N: The Essential Guide to a Nature Rich Life by Richard Louv*
There's No Such Thing as Bad Weather by Linda Åkeson McGurk*
Exploring Nature With Children - A Yearlong Curriculum*
1000 Hours Outside Movement
Wild + Free Movement
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CORRESPONDING VIDEO
Access the corresponding video here, or by clicking the image below!
*This is a private video created and embedded link for TAH members or individuals who have purchased this product as a miniguide.
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